
Connects data to technology and people to insight

As part of our Connect family of integration solutions, Data Hub makes it easy to get your data out of PowerPlan to your data repository, 
BI tools or spreadsheet software and into the hands of your internal and external stakeholders.

Data Hub's advanced technology makes it easy to turn raw data into true insight,  
wherever you are on your cloud journey

IT teams large and small are being asked to centralize data, integrate it seamlessly with other cloud systems and get it into the hands of 
stakeholders — all while maintaining data integrity. We’ve done the hard work of transforming your PowerPlan data for you, organizing 
it in a way that’s highly consumable by your systems and users and helps your business make more informed strategic decisions.  

Data Hub SOLU T I O N  B R I E F

Unlock the full power of your PowerPlan data  
with our plug-and-play APIs
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Web service REST APIs are compatible with both on-
premise and cloud PowerPlan solutions

Includes a comprehensive library of your PowerPlan asset 
and project accounting data

SaaS delivery means easy deployment and regular 
updates without disruption to your business

Functions independently from the transactional  
system

Odata (open data protocol) format makes PowerPlan data 
easily discoverable by common tools

Requires no SQL knowledge in order to query 
data effectively

Eliminates the burden and cost of manual data pulls and 
custom extractions

Improves data transparency with an intuitive data layer for 
easy consumption 



Learn how PowerPlan Data Hub can work for you

Want to learn more about Data Hub and how our flexible integration and automation solutions can help you overcome data challenges, 
have greater confidence in your reporting, and use your PowerPlan data more strategically? Visit our website at powerplan.com/
solutions/data-hub. Reach out to us today at info@powerplan.com for more information or to request a personalized demo.

info@powerplan.com  | 
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We’ve organized and transformed the data for you in clean, intuitive endpoints, simplifying the 
initial configuration and giving you full confidence in the data you’re requesting and receiving

Interactive API definitions let users easily build 
API calls, then view live OData results

Data Hub turns your PowerPlan data into a strategic asset

Empowers stakeholders to access the PowerPlan data 
they need directly 

Allows you to combine PowerPlan data with other system 
data in your centralized reporting tools for more holistic 
financial decision-making and rich views of your business 
that an ERP system alone can't provide 

Enables you to respond quickly and confidently to 
regulatory and audit needs 

Facilitates system-to-system reconciliation

Directly supports rate cases

Helps you conduct more effective Project/Work Order 
cost analysis 

Makes it easier to get an immediate handle on  
budget vs. actuals 

Reveals hard-to-detect data anomalies to improve data 
quality and confidence
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